Abstracl
INTRODUCTION
Usually. for the calculation of noise characteristics in semiconductor lasers, thc spatially independent Langevin rate cquations arc uscd. This approach offers the advantagc of rcducing a multidimensional sct of' partial diffcrcntial equations to a one-dimensional set of ordinary differential equations. In such treatnicnts thc strueturd features of laser in thc latcral dircction is usually not iiicludcd. In this paper, thc rate equations for the optical field and thc carrier density arc solved nuinericnlly nnd thc intcnsity and frequency noise spectra and also the line sl~ape 01' laser are calculated from the nuinci-ical results. B comparison bctween gain-guidcd, weakly-indexguidcd, and strongly-index-guided semiconductor Iascrs is madc.
THE MODEL EQUATIONS
Thc starting point for the spntio-temporal analysis of iioise in scniiconductiir I;isers is use of the rate equations lor the Iatelal licld distributi (in E ( x , r ) and thc carricr density N(.v,rj including noise, -A(N -Ntl)l€I ' -( E ' ; x + E x * ) 
where A p L is the index stcp, W is the stripe width, and o is the width of the transition region over which the index diflerencc varies from ApI, lo 0 in the vicinity of the emitter boundary at 1x1 = W / 2 .
For gain-guided, weakly-index-guided, and strongly -index-guided sciniconductor lasers the value of A p L is assumed to hc 0, 0.01, and 0.2, respectively
The random spontaneous emission process is modclcd by a noisc term x ( x . 1 ) taken as a complex Gaussian white noise of zero mean value and correlation given by [12]-[171:
where is the steady state average value of the carrier density, B is the spontaneous recombination coefficicnt, L is the cavity length, and p.,, is a coefficient determined by the lateral guiding mechanism of laser.
The current dcnsity J ( J ) that appears in Eq. (2) is thc distribution of current cntering the active region, which has thcrefbrc undergone sonic current spreading in the cladding layer. The exact determination of ./(I) rcquircs solution of twodimensional diffusion equation. hut for gain-guided and weakly-index-guided lasers we assume that the
where J o is a constant valuc and K is a paranicter that determines thc shapc of the distribution. For strongly-index-guided lasers the current is taken to he zero outside the stripe [20] .
RESULTS OF SIMULATION
For solving the model Eqs. ( I ) and (21, ordinary differential equations of x that is solved hy finite difference method. We assume that the x derivatives of the electric field and the carrier density are zcro at boundaries 1211.
The typical parameter VBIUCS used has heen given in [I] . 131, and [5] .
The results of the steady state solution for spatial variations o i the carrier density and field intensity are shown in Figs ( I ) and (2), respectively.
Using sleady state avenge valucs we can include noise terms in Eqs. ( I ) and (2) and solve these equations numerically by hopscotch method. In this method, after discretization in the I direction, the grid points are divided into even and odd points. There arc four computational cycles to pcrform in order to advance the solution to the next time level. In the first cyclc, only the cvcn points are advanced by At explicitly, which is trivial. In the second cycle, only the odd points are advanced by At implicitly. In the next two cycles. the process is reversed. In the third cycle all odd points arc advanced first cxplicitly, and then in the fourth cycle all even points arc comDuted imDlicillv. where G, and G,are Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance equal to1
From the numerical results, we calculated the relative intensity noise (RIN), Frequency Noise Spectra (FNS), and the laser field spectra for the three types.
Figs. 3(a)-3(c) show the RIN for gain-guided, weakly-index-guided, and strongly~index-guided semiconductor lasers, respectively. It is evident from Fig. 3 that as the lateral guiding mechanism is changed from gain-guiding to weakly-index-guiding and then to strongly-index-guiding, the intensity noise behavior is modified.
The lateral contincmcnt machanism of laser also affects the frequency noise characteristics. Figs narrower than that of gain-guided lasers. This is due to the superior confinment of optical mode in these structures. The calculations also show that the frequency noise spectrum qualitatively has a bahavior like the ralative intensity noise spectrum.
CONCLUSION
Space-time analysis of semiconductor laser noise was donc in order to consider the structural features of laser in the lateral direction. Index-guided lasers have better noise characteristics respect to gain-guidcd lasers and their intcnsily noise, frequency noise, and line width i s lower. Further, by increasing the lateral index step, the iioisc performance will be improved. Field specrm for (c) srrongly-
